THE LINK BETWEEN HUMAN TRAFFICKING AND
DOMESTIC TERRORISM PERPTRATED WITH SCHOOL SHOOTINGS
Watching the news on television and reading the newspaper can be more informative if the viewer
treats the experience of taking in the programs with the same gravity and caution as if they were about
to take acid (a recreational hallucinogenic drug) for the first time. Television and newspaper
programming within news reports is designed to get the viewer/reader emotionally drunk and engage
the limbic system (the non-rational, non-logical area) of their brains. Not only does this make the
reader/viewer more susceptible to consumer promotions within the advertising surrounding the news
reports, but it also serves as a method of trauma-based mind control. Instead of taking in the news
casually, it is a good idea to take a mental and emotional inventory of yourself before and after allowing
yourself to be exposed to news reports; what you thought about the status of your own personal safety
as a resident of this country before you heard or read the news, and what you thought about it
afterwards. The Republican elected officials desire to be re-elected. If the citizens of this nation require
that they prevent school shootings in practical and constitutional ways in order to be re-elected, they
will.
When a journalist outright lies to the public in their article or television news report, this perpetrates a
traumatic injury upon those who have their trust in the journalist’s integrity abused. The human body
knows the truth of all creation and the facts of all events of life on earth. When a person is lied to by
someone, and they are unable to access information that contradicts this lie, they experience confusion
within the disparity between the lie accepted by their conscious mind, and the truth in their body and
unconscious awareness. This state of confusion and disassociation is a condition in which a person is
easily emotionally manipulated and programmed to think a certain way. Trauma-based mind control
does not require that the victim suffer any physical injury. Vicarious trauma, also referred to as
secondary trauma, is enough of an injury that an entire population of a country can be subjected to
trauma-based mind control with violence done to others. A school shooting that was planned by
government employees traitorous to this nation’s security as an act of domestic terrorism is a terrifying
injury to the people of this nation and the press coverage is the avenue of perpetrating trauma-based
mind control via secondary trauma.
The press coverage of the mass murderers who perpetrated these school shootings profiling them as
introverted loners disgruntled without a social life, suicidal, and showing red flags of aggression leading
up to the shooting with statements they purportedly made to those around them has been superfluous.
Instead of schools adding emergency preparation drills in case of a mass shooting to their fire drill
protocol, we could be requiring changes in gun regulation, changes in the tolerance of school bullying,
and changes in television, movies, and videogames to stop glamourizing violence.
Instead, there is a series of television news reports about mass murders committed by mentally ill
outsiders who have “gone postal.” Postal is now a slang word in the dictionary to describe a person

becoming extremely angry or deranged in an outburst of violence. I find it difficult to believe that
temporary insanity exists, or that it could be so commonplace.
The people who perpetrated the mass murders at post offices, high schools, and a nightclub in this
country were either paid to perform a suicide killing (if they had a terminal illness and wanted to leave
money for their family) or victims of trauma-based mind control being pushed and steered by experts
abusing them through surveillance.
How is it that preparing for a possible school shooting by reviewing with students the emergency exits
and how to hide under their desks from the shooter is anything but sanctioning this pattern of domestic
terrorism in American schools? After this pattern of violence has been repeated for years, could our
government engage in prevention programs instead of using the opportunity to create a public profile
based on a fictitious character they invented? Have any investigative journalists researched which
students were murdered and whether or not they were profiled by the CIA to be future civil rights
activists?
If we as a nation wanted to prevent another school shooting from ever happening again, what practical
actions could we take?
1. Change the legal age to buy a gun to age 21.
2. Ask every police department to perform a sting operation on gun shops to arrest them if they
are breaking any rules by selling weapons to people who fail background checks.
3. Ask police to perform sting operations on businesses who own 3-D printers that may have
employees selling plastic guns.
4. Create a continuing education workshop for counselors at public schools to recognize the signs
of suicidal tendencies and the red flags for any students who might take murderous revenge on
bullying or social rejection.
5. Increase public school funding to pay for more counseling services to be available to students.
6. Create social pressure on the movie industry to stop glamourizing violence and on the
videogame industry to stop making videogames that promote fantasies about killing lots of
people.
How does the social profile of the introverted loner, mentally ill outsider disgruntled without a social life
as a potentially dangerous threat as the next school shooter gone postal serve the agenda of human
traffickers?
More than 95% of all the people surviving human trafficking in the United States in 2019 are enrolled in
public schools they regularly attend. Many people surviving human trafficking are isolated, traumatized,
misunderstood, and withdrawn. They are the last people who are likely to ever kill anyone.
The social profile of the high school shooters lends itself very conveniently to 5150 holds for a person
being a danger to themselves or others; the 5150 hold has been used to involuntarily commit victims of
human trafficking for 72 hours to give them a warning about filing another police report. The authority
figures around them can lie and say they threatened to take their lives or threatened to harm others,

and based on nothing more than “he said, he said,” the victim of human trafficking can be committed.
The 5150 hold is never used to put a man in the psych ward for 72 hours for beating his wife, but it is
commonly used on male victims of sexual violence that attempt to file police reports for sex crimes.
If a corrupt political system wanted to prevent a civil right s movement to eradicate the 5150 hold and
involuntary commitment from our legal system, what would they do? Would they hire CIA agents to
stage scenes in places open to the public eye, such as a grocery store, a library, a government building,
any place with a lot of foot traffic, and have the CIA agent act like a raving lunatic waving a knife around
mumbling incoherently in a huge display of mental crisis until the police came to haul him away and
make everyone safe again by having him involuntarily committed with the very needed-in-our-society
5150 hold? There are not any mentally ill people that actually do these things for real, if you see
something like that it is a scene staged by the FBI to make a public case that the 5150 hold is a necessary
thing for safe communities.

